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The DIFC Data Protection Law 2020
Dubai International Financial Center (DIFC), Dubai’s financial services free zone, has issued a new
Data Protection Law (DIFC Law No. 5 of 2020), replacing the current regime. The purpose of this
law is to provide enhanced standards and controls for the processing and free movement of
personal data by controllers or processors and to protect the fundamental rights of data subjects.
This includes how such rights apply to the protection of personal data in emerging technologies.
The law aligns DIFC’s data protection landscape with measures adopted globally, such as the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union and the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) in the United States. The goal is to establish enhanced governance and
transparency requirements that will place DIFC on par with international laws and regulations.
This is a clear step towards DIFC establishing itself as an internationally recognized jurisdiction for
data protection. In turn, this will contribute to achieving “adequacy” status, thus facilitating transfer
of personal data from Europe.

When does the new law come into effect?
The new law comes into force on 1 July 2020. However, the DIFC Commissioner of Data
Protection (the Commissioner) is not expected to actively enforce the law until 1 October 2020.
This gives organizations a window of four months in which to review their data protection and
processing activities and implement the latest compliance measures.

What about the previous DIFC Data Protection Law of 2007?
The DIFC Data Protection Law 2020 and updated Data Protection Regulations repeal and replace
the existing Data Protection Law of 2007.
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What does the DIFC Data Protection Law
cover?
1

General requirements: Lawful basis of processing personal data and
sensitive personal data, types of legitimate interest and DPO obligations

2

Joint controller and processors: Responsibilities of joint controllers,
processors and sub-processors

3

Data export and sharing: Transfer and share data outside of DIFC, to
jurisdictions with an adequate level of protection

4

Information provision: Provide information to data subjects when their
personal data is obtained

5

Data subject rights: Right to withdraw consent, right to access,
rectification and erasure, right to object to or restrict processing, and right to
be notified

6

Personal data breaches: Notify the Commissioner and data subject after PII
data breach
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What has changed when compared with the
2007 DIFC Data Protection Law?
Key features

DIFC Data Protection Law 2007

DIFC Data Protection Law 2020

Scope

Any business registered in the
DIFC

In addition to any business registered in the
DIFC, the 2020 Law applies to:

— Any business which processes personal
data within the DIFC as part of stable
arrangements
— Any business which processes data on
behalf of either of the above
Appointing a
Data Protection
Officer

Not required

Data Protection Officers are now mandated
for:
— DIFC bodies (other than courts acting in
their judicial capacity)

— Controllers or processors performing
“high-risk processing activities” (as
defined by the law) on a systematic or
regular basis; or
— As required by the Commissioner
Principles of data
protection

As per the 2007 Law, personal data
should be:
— Processed fairly and lawfully;
— Processed securely;
— Collected for a specific purpose
(i.e. purpose limitation), and
adequate, relevant and not
excessive for that purpose (i.e.
data minimization);
— Accurate; and
— Not retained for longer than is
necessary for the purposes for
which they were collected
(storage limitation).

The new law adds the accountability
principle, and adds that personal data must
be:
— Processed in a transparent manner
— Processed in accordance with the
application of data subject rights
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Accountability of
Controllers and
Processors

Not required

Controllers and Processors must now both
be able to demonstrate their compliance
with the data protection principles in the
law.

Data subject
rights

The 2007 law detailed the following
data subject rights:

The new law includes the previous rights
and adds the following:

— Right to access personal data
— Right to rectification of
personal data
— Right to erasure or blocking of
personal data
— Right to object to the
processing of personal data
under certain circumstances,
(such as when it is used for the
purposes of direct marketing)

— Right to withdraw consent at any time
— Right to access within 1-2 months
depending on the complexity of the
request
— Right to data portability - the right to
receive a copy of one’s own personal
data
— Right to object to automated decision
making, including profiling
— Right to non-discrimination when the
data subject exercises any of their
rights

Conditions for
data subject
consent

Not specified

As per the new law, consent must now be
freely given and unambiguous, and can be
withdrawn by the data subject at any time.

Data Processor
obligations

No obligation on Processors

The new law adds the following:
— Obligations on Data Processors - any
breach of the obligations may result in
the Data Processors facing fines or
judicial remedies for data subjects
— Binding written agreements between
Controllers and Processors are now
required, with prescribed term
— Processors may not appoint subprocessors without the written
authorization of the Controller
— Processors (and any sub-processors)
must only act on the Controller's
documented instructions
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Cross-border
transfers

Transfers could previously take
place:
— If made towards a location that
provides an adequate level of
protection (as deemed by the
Commissioner)
— Where the Commissioner has
granted a permit or written
authorization
— Where other circumstances
apply

Breach
notifications

No requirement

Penalties

Maximum fine of USD 25,000 for
contraventions

The 2020 law allows for the ability to
transfer personal data outside DIFC to a
non-adequate country if appropriate
safeguards are put in place, such as
— A legal binding instrument between
public authorities
— Binding corporate rules
— Standard data protection clauses as
adopted by the Commissioner

Breach notifications are now required:
— To the commissioner: As soon as
possible in the circumstances, when
the breach compromises a data
subject's confidentiality, security or
privacy.
— To the data subject(s): As soon as
practicable in the circumstances, when
the breach is likely to result in a high
risk to the security or rights of the data
subject.
The new law sets a maximum fine of USD
100,000 for administrative breaches, with
additional scope for larger fines (unlimited)
for more serious violations.
The law adds the ability for compensation
claims to be made by or on behalf of data
subjects.
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DIFC perspective on the Data Protection
Law 2020
The Commissioner’s Office set about updating the 2007 Data Protection Law with certain goals in
mind.
While GDPR requirements played a large role, the objective was to write a law encompassing upto-date standards that bring the DIFC’s data protection practice to a new level. Personal data is
ubiquitous. How and by whom it is collected, used, etc. remains important. More important going
forward, however, is ethical and transparent data management, and that the updated law provides
appropriate controls and guidance for businesses in the DIFC in this regard.
In addition, the Commissioner’s Office wishes to pursue adequacy recognition (mutually, in certain
cases) with other jurisdictions. These include the UK, the EU, South America, and those
participating in Asia’s Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPR). In addition, it seeks to create a similar
environment in the UAE/GCC for development of privacy and security practices. The DIFC Data
Protection Law 2020 supports these objectives utilizing the approach below.

1. General requirements
— General requirements: Lawful, fair and transparent processing, in accordance with data
subjects’ rights, with purpose limitation; accuracy and security of data
— Accountability of controllers and processors: Register with the commissioner, establish a
compliance program for the law and appropriate technical and organizational measures, and
implementation of privacy by design and by default
— Lawfulness of processing: Ensure a lawful basis for processing (consent, performance of a
contract, legal requirement, vital interests or legitimate interests)
— Processing of special categories of personal data: Secure explicit consent or another legal
basis exists for processing of SPIs
— Conditions of consent and reliance on legitimate interests: Make certain consent is
(demonstrably) freely given, granularly obtained for each purpose and requested in a clear and
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intelligible manner. DIFC public authorities may not rely on legitimate interests to process
personal data
— Records of processing activities: Maintain records by data processors and controls
— Designation and responsibilities of DPO: Appoint an independent, competent and
empowered DPO for DIFC bodies (other than courts), and controllers/processors performing
high-risk processing activities on a systematic or regular basis. DPO tasked with monitoring
compliance, acting as contact point with the commissioner, performing annual assessments
and DPIAs
— Data protection impact assessments (DPIAs): Establish DPIAs for high-risk processing
activities
— Prior consultation: In cases where a DPIA reveals that risks to rights of data subjects remains
high, despite measures being taken, prior consultation with the commissioner is required
— Cessation of processing: Set specific conditions for when and how processing must cease
when data subjects’ rights are exercised
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2. Joint controller and processors
Processors and sub-processor responsibilities:
— Legally binding agreements: Required between data processor and sub-processors
— Authorization from controllers for sub-processors: Inform data controller of any intended
changes concerning the addition or replacement of a sub-processor
— Liability: Both the processor and sub-processor are liable if the sub-processor fails to adhere
to the data processing agreement
Joint controller responsibilities:
— Transparent agreements: Establish roles and responsibilities for complying with the law, with
processes for data subjects to access their rights

3. Data export and sharing
Transfer and sharing of data outside of DIFC:
— An adequate level of protection is required. Either of the below must be true:
-

the recipient is in a jurisdiction on the DIFC's list of 'adequate protection regimes'; or

-

certain limited circumstances exist - such as:
— the commissioner approves the transfer
— consent of the data subject is provided for the transfer
— the transfer is for the exercise or defense of legal claims
— to comply with certain specific regulatory requirements

4. Information provision
Provide information/notice to data subjects:
— When personal data is obtained from data subjects themselves
— When personal data has not been obtained from the data subject, notice must be provided
within one month. Additional information is required aside from the that which is provided
when data is obtained from data subjects themselves (such as the source of the data and the
existence of automated decision making/profiling)
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5. Data subjects’ rights
— Rights to access, rectification and erasure of personal data: Right of the data subject to
request a copy their personal data, request rectification/correction of inaccurate information, or
request deletion
— Right to withdraw consent: Right of the data subject to request cessation of processing,
which must be complied with as soon as possible
— Right to object to processing: Right of the data subject to object to a processing situation,
and to be informed before their data is disclosed to third parties or used for purposes of direct
marketing
— Right to restriction of processing: Right of the data subject to request that processing
(including deletion) be stopped/restricted
— Controller's obligation to notify: Communication to data subject regarding any rectification or
erasure of their personal data (if possible)
— Right to data portability: Right of the data subject to request their data in a common
machine-readable format
— Automated individual decision-making, including profiling: Right of the data subject to
object to automated decision-making (including profiling) based on their data
— Non-discrimination: Right of a data subject to not be discriminated against for exercising
these rights
— Methods of exercising data subject rights: Necessity of providing at least two easy-to-use
methods by which these rights can be exercised by the data subject

6. Personal data breaches
— Notification to the commissioner: Without undue delay, after becoming aware of a personal
data breach, the commissioner must be notified
— Notification to the data subject: In cases that pose a high risk to data subjects, without
undue delay after becoming aware of a personal data breach, the data subject must be notified
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What are the penalties of non-compliance?
Fines vary from USD 10,000 to USD 100,000 depending on the corresponding
contraventions of the law
The following table sets out administrative fines that may be applied for non-compliance. Fines vary
from USD 10,000 to USD 100,000, depending on the corresponding contraventions of the law:
Relevant
article(s)

Key requirements

Articles 9 - 12

— Process data on a lawful basis
— Obtain data subject’s consent

Maximum fine
range in case of
contravention
USD 50,000

— Maintain technical and organizational measures to
Article 14

Articles 15 - 26

Articles 27 - 28

Articles 29 - 32

Articles 33 - 38

Articles
39, 40,41,42,65

protect personal data
— Comply with accountability requirements
— Register with commissioner

—
—
—
—
—
—

Maintain records of processing activities
Designation of DPO
Fulfilment of DPO tasks
Perform assessments
Perform prior consultation
Cease processing when required

— Third country or international organization personal
data transfer

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Data subject access rights
Disclosure of personal data
Nature of processing information
Withdrawal of data subject consent
Request for rectification or erasure of personal data
Right to restriction of processing of personal data
Right to data portability
Automated individual decision-making, including
profiling
— Failure to report data breach
— Non-discrimination towards data subject
— General exemptions of compliance to the law

USD 25,000 to USD
50,000

USD 20,000 to USD
50,000

USD 10,000 to USD
50,000

USD 75,000

USD 100,000

USD 25,000 to USD
75,000
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How can KPMG assist?
Our approach is to help clients to achieve sustainable data protection and improve compliance. By
gaining a better understanding of existing data practices and the impact of new regulations on their
business strategies and models, we support organizations in aligning their information protection
agenda with dynamic business and compliance priorities.
We perform data privacy and protection engagements, leveraging an ecosystem of innovative
technology partners:
Assess:
— Data privacy maturity assessments
— Data privacy gap assessments against applicable laws and regulations
— Data privacy audits
Design:
— Data privacy strategy and program definition
— Data privacy framework design
— Data privacy policies and procedures
Implement:
— Data privacy framework implementation
— Data privacy initiatives implementation
— Data discovery, mapping and classification, in line with register of processing
— DSAR management
— Consent management
— Data breach management
Monitor and manage:
— DPO-as-a-service: End-to-end data privacy management services
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Our global data privacy footprint
KPMG’s cyber security and privacy practice is present in major markets around the world – 29
countries in total. We assist organizations in transforming their security, privacy, and continuity
controls while maintaining the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of critical business functions.
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KPMG Global Privacy and Legal capability
Australia

KPMG Legal services

Key:

KPMG Global Privacy (only)
KPMG Global Privacy and Legal capability

KPMG’s holistic Privacy Management Framework
KPMG Legal services

Risk and control

Regulatory
management

Information
lifecycle
management

Policies

Processes,
procedures and
technology

Security for
privacy

Third-party
oversight

Training and
awareness

Monitoring

Incident
management

Monitor

Inventory/
data mapping

Implement

Governance and
operating model

Assess

The Privacy Management
Framework is a
formalized modular
framework, composed of
distinct components that
organizations employ to
help ensure accountability
with applicable privacy
laws and regulations.
They provide a practical
and pragmatic structure
for organizing the day-today management and
oversight required to
mitigate privacy risk
exposures. KPMG’s
approach includes steps
to assess, monitor,
design, strategize, and
implement.

Design

KPMG Global Privacy (only)
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Thank you
Timothy Wood
Partner
Digital and Innovation-Cyber
KPMG Lower Gulf Limited
Tel: +971 56 409 6842
timothywood@kpmg.com

Maliha Rashid
Director, Data Privacy Lead
Digital & Innovation
KPMG Lower Gulf Limited
Tel: +971 50 608 2013
mrashid5@kpmg.com

Lori Baker
Vice President
Legal & Director of Data Protection
Dubai International Financial Centre
Lori.Baker@difc.ae

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular in dividual or
entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as
of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information witho ut appropriate
professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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